
Sept Trapshooting  
Sunday September 19th, 2021 

Nevada County Sportsmen 11296 Banner Mountain Trail 
Registration 9:00am Shooting starts 9:30am Lunch 12:00pm 

 
 

 
 

                                                                                                      

For more information contact Charlie Brown (530) 432-0391 

Event 1 
16-yard singles 

50/16-yard targets 

Entry Fee $10 

 Random Beer Birds 
1st place/Open class Four (4) shooting tickets 

1st place/ Lady Four (4) shooting tickets  

1st place/ Senior (age 72+) Four (4) shooting tickets 

 

Event 2 

Small Gauge Wobbles 
(25) 19-yard Wobble targets 

Entry Fee $5 

Random Beer Birds 

Bring out your small gauge gun (20 gauge or smaller) 
and enjoy some fun. You will be allowed two (2) shots at 
each target. (Full use of the gun) 

Highest score: Two (2) shooting tickets 

Lowest score: Four (4) shooting tickets. (To allow you to 
practice) 

 

 

Event 3 

 Bushwhacker 
Entry fee $10 

50% of the entry fee goes to the purse 

Pays (4) places 40/30/20/10 

Shooters will form a line behind post three (3) at 
the 16-yardline. The first shooter will call for a 
target. If he misses the target, the second shooter 
(the Bushwhacker) may fire on the target. If the 
Bushwhacker misses the target, the first shooter 
becomes dirty and moves to the back of the line. If 
the Bushwhacker breaks the target, the first 
shooter is out. (He became dirty for missing and 
then got Bushwhacked). The Bushwhacker goes to 
the back of the line. If the first shooter breaks the 
target, the Bushwhacker may fire on the broken 
pieces. If he breaks one of them, the first shooter 
becomes dirty and both shooters move to the back 
of the line. If the Bushwhacker misses the broken 
target, he must remain in place and fire upon a 
new target with the same rules as shooter one. If a 
shooter is dirty and misses a second target or is 
Bushwhacked, the shooter is out. If the 
Bushwhacker fires out of turn, he becomes dirty 
and moves to the back of the line. The first 
shooter must fire at a new target with next shooter 
in line trying to Bushwhack him. When all 
shooters have shot at a target the line moves back 
two (2) yards. The game continues until only one 
shooter remains. One by-back is allowed for an 
additional $5, 100% goes to the purse.  


